MODEL 55-0435
AUXILIARY OUTBOARD MOTOR BRACKET

This fixed bracket is dimensionally the same as our Model 35 Trim and Tilt. This bracket is perfect for use with auxiliary motors that have built-in trim. It comes ready to install with 8” setback, or it can be configured to give 13” setback.

Overall dimensions 10.5” x 11” x 8” or 13”

Hole spacing of the transom plate:
Across: Top Holes Center to Center —7.625 inches [19.37 cm]
Across Bottom Holes Center to Center —8.250 inches [20.96 cm]
Top Holes From Top of Transom Mount—0.625 inches [1.59 cm]
From Top Holes to Bottom Holes Center to Center—8.500 inches [21.59 cm]

Ruggedyly built of cast aluminum and finished with a thick black powdercoat, this bracket is built to last. Can be converted to power lift by replacing the support rod with our 12 volt actuator with motor. This bracket is suitable for trailering with the motor attached.

Motor Plate Dimensions
Height—10 1/8 inches [25.72 cm]
Width —11 3/8 inches [28.89 cm]

Transom Plate Dimensions
Height —11 inches [27.94 cm]
Width —10 inches [25.4 cm]